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Overview

Welcome
April 23rd, 2020

● Discuss blameless post mortems

● Utilising a real world and a fictional 
game to look at adopting a safe, 
blameless engineering culture

Target audience
SRE’s, DevOps. Sys Admins, Online gamers





Agenda
Why you need SRE

● What is  Site Reliability 
Engineering SRE?

● SRE Culture

AAA games and Kubernetes

● Cloud -native gaming 



Accepting Failure as Normal

Post Mortems and adopting a 
fail fast culture 

● To reflect on what we've 
learned from past 
projects so we can 
improve the way we 
work in the future.  

What does Reliable Mean?

● Think about services 
and platforms you 

currently use,  
Playstation,  Zoom, 

YouTube, Netflix etc,
● What makes these 

reliable ? 



Post mortem for an online game with tips and 
best practices for writing post mortems

Post mortem retrospective

● Look at a good and bad 
post mortem examples.

● Review what the team at 
Massive implemented.

Best Practices

● We will walk through a 
sample of some of 
Google’s suggested best 
practices.



 SRE and Post Mortems



Why you need SRE

● Reduce Organisational 
Silos

● Implement change 
gradually

● Leverage Tooling and 
Automation

● Measure Everything

● Accept failure as normal 

● Think about services you 
use may regularly 

● Facebook 

● PSN

● YouTube

● SnapChat

What is reliability? 



Blameless post mortems impact on software delivery

● Psychological safety 

● Create safe 
environments 

● Create culture of 
collaboration

● Lots of questions

● Pairing 

● High cooperation

● Failure is an opportunity 
for improvement 

● Greater visibility of the 
environment

● Deployment faster with 
greater confidence

● Faster time to resolution



AAA Games and Kubernetes



Developing new features for an online game

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrAD-2oAul8


Google Cloud 
Platform

Snowdrop Game 
Engine used by the 
Devs 

Kubernetes

GCP Hosting 
Game Server 
Infrastructure

Agones

Kubernetes as 
application 
platform

Snowdrop 
Engine

Agones managing 
global fleets of 
game servers

Playstation 
Network

PSN providing 
games 
platform and 
network 

https://www.massive.se/project/snowdrop-engine/
https://www.massive.se/project/snowdrop-engine/
https://www.massive.se/project/snowdrop-engine/
https://cloud.google.com/blog
https://cloud.google.com/blog
https://cloud.google.com/blog
https://kubernetes.io/
https://kubernetes.io/
https://kubernetes.io/
https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1026155/Agones-Scaling-Multiplayer-Game-Servers
https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1026155/Agones-Scaling-Multiplayer-Game-Servers
https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1026155/Agones-Scaling-Multiplayer-Game-Servers
https://www.playstation.com/en-gb/explore/playstation-network/your-psn/
https://www.playstation.com/en-gb/explore/playstation-network/your-psn/
https://www.playstation.com/en-gb/explore/playstation-network/your-psn/
https://www.playstation.com/en-gb/explore/playstation-network/your-psn/




New Feature - Improved AI





New Feature - Improved AI
“AI & NPCs

Signature Weapons Against Named NPCs

● Slightly increased damage signature weapons deal to named enemies

Elite NPCs Damage Against Player Skills

● Reduced damage elite NPCs deal to player skills.”

The Division 2 State of the Game Recap: Title Update 9

https://wccftech.com/the-division-2-title-update-9-full-patch-notes/




Post mortem 
for a failed 
software 
release

1. What was  the intention of the 
release?

2. Example feedback 

3. Look at post mortem 
implementation.

AUTOMATED TESTING USING AI 
CONTROLLED PLAYERS TO TEST THE 
DIVISION

https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1026382/Automated-Testing-Using-AI-Controlled
https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1026382/Automated-Testing-Using-AI-Controlled
https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1026382/Automated-Testing-Using-AI-Controlled


Division 2 New AI Retrospective

Assignment 1
What did they do well

Assignment 2
Review what needs improvement

Assignment 3
Implement new features

Fighting Sequelitis

https://twvideo01.ubm-us.net/o1/vault/gdc2019/presentations/Dunstan_Philip_Creating.pdf


Post Mortem



 Status: In Writing/In Review/Reviewed/Published
Summary: What was the incident? Its duration? Its cause? When did it occur? 

Impact: Latency? Data loss? Availability? Include revenue impact if known

Root cause/s:  The highest-level cause—that sets in motion the entire 
cause-and-effect reaction that ultimately leads to the problem(s).

Trigger: Action that initiated the incident

Resolution: Actions taken to mitigate, prevent the incident impact in the short term. 
Actions taken (fix/es deployed to address the root cause/s) 

Lessons Learned: Things that went well
Action Items: Follow up steps to actions to prevent the issue from occuring again.

Example post mortem 



Example Bad post mortem 
 Status:  AI’s acting up.

Summary:  Arthur on level 2 broke the AI and now nothing's working,  users 
and bots are going crazy as it worked before,  we should not let the AI team 
push changes as they always break the game.

Impact: Users are complaining on YouTube and exploiting bugs,  game 
sessions are broken.

Root cause/s:  Arthur's new AI script is acting up in prod.

Revenue Impact:  Users are complaining on YouTube.
Postmortem from the Site Reliability Workbook chapter 10

https://landing.google.com/sre/workbook/chapters/postmortem-culture/


Example good post mortem 1/2
 
Owner: Trevor Philips  Date:  23/04/2020  Shared with:  @engineering @sre 
@feature-team-ai
 
Status:  P1 - Production  - Severe AI System Algorithm Anomalies

Summary:   AI system has regressed and NPC AI scripting is performing 
erratically across all game servers.  At 8:45AM  23/04/2020 there was a 
spike in CPU activity across all services responsible for AI mapping.

Impact:  Backend infrastructure,  specifically all global locations.  All User 
clients in world realm 2 in active game sessions from 8:45AM - 12:19PM

Postmortem from the Site Reliability Workbook chapter 10

https://landing.google.com/sre/workbook/chapters/postmortem-culture/


Example good post mortem 1/2
 
Root cause/s:  A new AI feature was introduced into game version V1.9.  
Pathing was updated on the core AI scripting algorithm which reintroduced 
a known bug  (#17653 AI from all factions responds the same to user 
interaction).  

Revenue Impact: Exact revenue impact currently not known.

Postmortem from the Site Reliability Workbook chapter 10

https://landing.google.com/sre/workbook/chapters/postmortem-culture/


What Massive implemented

Fighting Sequelitis

https://twvideo01.ubm-us.net/o1/vault/gdc2019/presentations/Dunstan_Philip_Creating.pdf






Blamelessness: Avoiding “Who?”



Why should you write a blameless post mortem?

Set and record in writing and communicate internally
It’s a written record of what events that provides long term value across teams.

There's a formalised process that engineers and managers alike can learn from.

Mistakes are opportunities to learn and improve on 
For junior and senior engineers alike,  having a retrospective in a safe open forum  is a major 
positive and adds to the sense of team comradery. 

Flushes out long standing issues
Helps to identify business impacting issues that fly under the radar.



Writing post mortem best 
practices



Writing post mortem best practices

Avoiding 
blameful, 
animated 
language

Focusing on 
improvement

Promoting an 
iterative and 
collaborative 
process



Blameless post mortems impact on software delivery

● Psychological safety 

● Create safe 
environments 

● Create culture of 
collaboration

● Lots of questions

● Pairing 

● High cooperation

● Failure is an opportunity 
for improvement 

● Greater visibility of the 
environment

● Deployment faster with 
greater confidence

● Faster time to resolution



Stay safe 
agents 1. Key takeaways.

2. Blameless focuses on 
processes not people.

3. Practice writing post mortems.


